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PLATO Air Fbrce Base Cqnputer-Based Education: (PLATO AFB CBE)
r. . -

project at Chanute_adopted the mastery learning technique -in their 34
v.- thelessons and set the-mastery criterion at 807 correct on the end

2

lesson test.` They used the pe'rfOrriance result of each criteiqpn-
t .

referenced test ( CR_ ) -in two: different ways: (1) fot assessing the
;.

individual performance, and''(.21 for evaluation,f
Channte's context; lesson evainaticin.

The adoption'af a criterion-referenced' testing approach .to'`'
-

raises two measurement issues that ha relatively I s importance in nor-

referenced testing..- The issues are (1) definition of mastery, and (2).

priori standards. These Issues still remain unsolved, but are receiving

increasing attention. A large number of articles relating to this subject

have been published,. but the many definitions of mastery are by no meays

equivalent. The concerns of these articles are limited to the use of

criterion- referenced testing for individual_ assessment; i.e.; judging

whether or not a given student has mastered a given instruction to be

*learned to some suitable level of mastery (Block,1971; Emrick, 1971;

Millman, 1973; ,Besel, 1971; lavick & Lew is; 1974; Roudabush,1974; Huynh,

1976; Linn,1977)..

One purpose of this paper is to examipethe appropriateness of *the use
-)

of CRTs as a mean of controlling an individual Student's advancement to

the nekt f Instruction or retainrae it in the current unit of

instruction in the' PLATO AFB CBE Pr,ogram (or project) at Chanute.
P-

Our other purpose in thiS paper is tb turn the focus from the aspect



of individual assessment to that of p;ogram.evaluation* which requires the

establishment of a criterion rate for validation of a lesson, so that a

'lesson would .136conSidered validated: if the percentage

th61ami:of the lesson. was less. than the criterion.

Although there is

referenced, test ing

of failure rate at

A Mathematical duality in bOth:aspects of Criterion-

is .true that the ptpiram tio if aspect . has not

received all the attention -that it deserves.

the results of evaluation may call for expensive
;tt! ,

.
matetials* at least in traditional teaching 'settings. However* PLATO

t9.

One reason for this is that

revisions in intrictional

provides an

lessons -can

"ideal, situation for program evaluation hecause revision of

be done with relatively. littj,e trouble and expense

Therefore, it is impbrtant and necessary to explore reliable 'methods

that will help to improve-thequality of CAI lessons.



CRITERION- REFERENCED TEST7AS. ASSE smEur OF PROGRAM EVAOATOW

.

. .

2.1 !Mastery Learning'StrateRv

Mastery learning'strategies have been used in many educational'

settings since Bloom (1968)adiThcated them in the late'1960's.: In.this. new

.

approach: to instruction, a:mastery level is. set for the material to

learned so that'a majoritlof.the students :must attain. the criterion.level. .

Inteeesting findings about mastery learning strategies were' reported

byCareoll (1963), Atkinson (1968) Brock (1970), Kim; Hogan; et'al.
.

(1970; 1971) and many other's. Accoidingto Block (1971), mastery
, .:-- . _,

learning allowed 75-90% Of'students 'to achieve the sate lev61' as the top

257 of students in usually achieved with typical grouped instructional

..,::

methods such as in regular claia-roomsi
...

A similar study by Kim et al..(1970,1971) showed that 720 of

approximately 5800 studentsin foreign language :classes achieved,a mastery

criterion of 80% correct on final tests under the ,masery conditLon While .

only 28% of the traditional co dition achieved, this level. The high.

percentage of'studenreachievin criterion inthe Mastery wconditionshos
,

.

the effectiveness of this strategy.of instructio . HoWkrer, these re9ilts

may due partly to h quality of lessons. given to the students

''.

dur g the experi evenbelp to the kindsof-,tests that we
e --1

r.wnti: or ma

J
given to the students in order to exahine the degree of mastery achieVed in

the-inStructional unit to be learned: i1e may be able to say that the high'

quality lessons'produce a higher percentage cifFuccessthan do low quality ,

-
lessons ifthe'tests given at the end of the lessons are comparable to one::.



instructional designer might say that the quality

instrUction..may. be .determine by 'the appropriateness of instructional cues

and, the 'quality and :types of reinfOrcement given each student; as well as

the amount of participation'

Therefore, determining the

practice experienced by, each student;

lity- of instruction Is a multidimensional and

complicated task. It is . ifficult to measure 'these fectoiTs and develop
.

a method of setting ;validation criteria for ,CAI lessons based on the

quantitative data from such gb.. ex variables'. Since our concern is ,,,to

restrict the discussion to the c antitative method of setting the

validation criterion of, will start 'examining the

validation criterion that'' has. been Used in the arm?, and the PLATO AP CBE

Program at Chanute Air

2.2 Validation

Force Base , .

L

dThe PLAT() IV computer-based eucatio system, n de kveloent for over, .

..-- _ _

a decade at he University of In" 0`1S , was used in the training program of

Special and. General Purpose Vehicle Repairmen at Chanute Air Force...Basei- s
i -(Denman, 1977). The 37 CAI leSsons in the program, -comprising armost 30

. , . 4,.
hours of instruction and .3-7 tests, are implemented on the PLAT`O- ssystem-

,t ..
;

albng with a routing pi'.ogram that provides A_ndiyid

-rienagement. 37 lessons pre homogeneous in Viebt matter and
7-11,.

tutonial in style r the most part: They are arranged in mastery
_ t -

learning fashion; so-that students must achieve the mastery level of the- .

test
..,_., . . .

which. was giVen at the end- of each leegon in order to be advanced

s.



Tattle 1

Summary of Master Validation Exams in the Chanute PLATO AFB -CBE PrOject

. .,

Validation Size of tested % of

Lessohs Ma 'Date out lample Success

/93 ,103 30 10 June . 63 89% 11% 83 .,_,;

104a 30 14 April 114 ... 94% 6% 144 .134

104b 30 14' April 113 86% 14% 143 124 .. ,

105 30 14 April- 102 887 12% 132 117

.106 30
et

19 Jun6 33 82%." 187 63 ' 54

201a 30 28 May 99 90% 1074 129 116

201b 30. 23 May 109 727 28% 139 105.-

202a- 30 18 Aug i- 33 ' 82% 18% 63 '54

...202b .30 28.May 90 98% 27 120 115

203a 30 28 May 33 97% 37 63 .59

203bt 30 13 'June 33 94% -6% 63 58

203c , 30 18 Aug 33 91% 97 .63 57

204 30 18 Aug 33 94% 6% 63 58.

205a.; 30 an15 J 33 791 .,..217 63 53
. <

205b 30 15 Jan 33: 82% 187 63 54

206a - 30 13 June 9Q 82% 18% 120. 101

2043 30; 25 June 6.'4 82% 18% ,95 '80

206c 30 11 April . 118 _:95% 57 148 139

207+ - 30 15 Aug 33 91%. 9% 63 57

301 25 June 109 79% 217 139 113....

304 30 25 June 65 82% 187 °- 95 , 80-

305 0 18 'May' 109 96% ;4 %, .1739 132

307 30 14 April 130 81% 19% , . 160 . 132

308 30 18 May ,,.. 10
,...,

9
1 ;

637,' .377: 139 94

401 30 q April 4 ,"142 83% 177 172 146' ,..

n;

402
i

30 -.8 July 65 79% 2.1%; : 9. 78

;403' .30 '30 June 65 7971 21% 95- 78.

404 30 2 Sept 33 -. 100% 0% 63.7 60

.....

.

size useig fOr establishing validation da1tes.

% Of
,Failure

Total # of
N Success

am is the sample



(Table.1 cont :

Lessona ma

=

Vatidation Size of tested %7, bfu -1 Total - of

Date out sample" °Success- - PatlUie Success

405a .30 , 26 Aug

405b 30 26 Aug

405c .30 26 Aug

405d 30 2 Sept.

406_ 30 30 June

4,07.; 30 23/ Sept

33. -63. :60
_

63 9

63

63 51 ,

95



t nett lesson. If the mastery level is not achieved_ the4tudent

rauset repeat the 1.essot..- e', 137.tests consist mostly of matching and

' raulfiple-choice iteris,, tfasterY levels are aimed, at 80% level bat the
.

.
.

actually used cutof somewhere between 75% aikci 90% of. the items.

answered correctly. est lelthth vary from 5 to 20.items and the scores
.

on the-first try of each iteni are sunned': to yield the total score of

'each testa The .tests are called NNE, .f&r Master Validation. Exams. -For

example; the test at the end 'of lesson 10Ctlis 11VE101. The
t .

description of their leSsons is given in ApAendix2.
.

A'lesson is said to be Validated when 90%itstif the students have

achieved the given criterion level of 7,5% 90`" of the items._ answered

'correctly 'in the first attempt ran, each master validaton'eicam The sample,

consisted of about 30 students from 'successive clsses 'No*major -

modifications of lesSOns were made until all students in the sample

finished 'the lessons A1,1 lessons were val7ated according to this

criterion between April and.. September of 1975. The exact validation dates

f the lessons are. shoWn in Table 1. order. to validate the

validation criterion,, the .,1-esSont that, were said to bevalidated were

left urychar43;ed during theevalbation period and were' tested on more

students who Came in after the validatiOn dates were established
r.

It is i=nteresting to mote that 'only 15 but of 34 lessons achieved the

criterion level -of' 90 Z,,success:rate at the end of the evaluation period,

though all lesson are labeled validated" indeed, this result can be
.

expected and is not very. supVising Th&next sections will be devOted for

explaining the reascin.' r.

Ihe lessons available for the analysis was reduced, to, 34 from 3

(



20: BayesianBifiomial Model

3

By' applying a. sartle b inomial model to. the first: 30 subjects with

whom the Validation dates sere establishedj we obtain the result that

the prohabiIity of failure to meet the Validation criterion upon follow-

up teSting is 36.3 4- :Therefore, 12 otlt :of =3# lessons are predicted

be. failures. %SiW.larly, the posterior distribution of Bayesian binimial

model where beta function was taken as a prior distribution predicts

59:1 failure to meet the: validation criterion (this calculation was

done by the PLATO version of CADA developed by Mel Novick); In other

words, 20 out of ;34 lessons are predicted to miss, the validati

criterion.; Table 1 shows that 9 lessons havea failure rate greater

thafi, 10 %, _which" is very closeto the number:(20) predicted by the.

Bayesian binomial poei. This fa ihdpates 4 that .it is necessary to

:ihroduce a :more: accurate validation criterion, for lessons: The reader

,
might wander how the prior distributiop.v4as- chosen here. It was based'

on the belief f

Prod 1.1Q ing

the pep,10-e_ w.ho'partdcipated= the PLATO AFB CBE project,:

Iessonr tO be. used on the . PLATO System is not a simple

task. Many steps are involved in .the com- pletion of a lesson.; including

tryout with students and gatherifigyempirical evidence- which .might indicate

fUrther revision 4- moAdfication the lessons. No' unique method for

lessonrevision operation, based. on the theories of educational psychology

and educational 'measurement, has been deVeloped for use on the PLATO

system, As signals pointin to the need for revision; some authors_ choO4-

:fook at "Area Data iscollected by the computer, and cchi.sistp

8



elapsed time in the area, ( a -segment-of instruction), number of

questions answered correctly on the first try (Okf's)., numbet of

incorrect responses to questions (no'S); number. Of correct responses to

questions (Ok's), and number of helps -requested. Others design and

implement their own data
)collection

routines. These data usually give

Iessc,R authors a vsry rough idea of the how well their lessons work with

studentS aid indicate ther-areas:411ere 4cudents had

_., . ',.N, 1-

trouble going through..
. .

Thus it is possible far .aPIATQ .letton author tabave:some degree a

confidence in the quality of his lessons by the time the lesson becomes a

Aarly finished product. The degree, of his confidence might aeqpnd on his

knowleuge of teaching strategies or his past experience. If he uses

teaching strategies such as mastery. learning; which has been examined by

'many researchers a1 is known to be highly ffective, then it is natural to

Assume that he would be highly confident of the quality; of his lesSon. If

an author has substantial experience: producing lessons on the PLATO system;

`and hhs used them successfully in his class, then his experience will.

assure hip of the success of his new lesson.

It must be true that lessons in whiCh' the author has high
(A:

confidence are more likely to producs:*.ifigher success rate in a future
..

..use of his lessons. Suppose p is the true probability of. success

associated with a. given lesson; in other words, P students achieve

the Mastery leyel in aj)opulation. In general, a Bayesian density

indicates a state of belief about a paremeter ; such as p here,

intermediate between the estimate "I know nothing about p" anda "I know

the exact value P



Two types of densities are used; one being prior density,

representingibeliefs about
I

and the other being the posteror density, eprensenting beliefs after

the.parameter befo
ti

observations are obtaine

seeing the data. n our situat on, the
IC

sk is.iO infer the value of p

from an obs rvation x: It is clear that p obtained n this Way cannot be

exact: that 020 students passed 'the tes, out of.-25Jstudents.is quite a

,

pkobabie. tuber for lessons :with rhe:yalue anyWhere bttween, and:

But'Alle:Otiger444:014iA0%',6fS7tUaerits SehieMedhe'Ali4Stety

-dSke p7ground more likelyfor the lesson than p around , 80 we should
.

.

estivate p as .8 if nothing 1Se known abbftt.tht quality of the 1.esSons.

f the author has some information about the,lessoni such as that since the:

leslron is dealing with a simple introductory task, the value of .8 is

someWhaciower than it should be-; then we would bemore inclined to think

. that. the true probability. success associated with the lesson is higher

than .8. If the author has subStantial experience in producing high

quality lessonS'in past years, then his new lesson would be more likely to

be considered to have -a higber true probability of success than .8, even

though the observed success rate, is .8 in the sample. Therefore, our

estimate of the true probability p. depends not only on the,: Observed value

x, but also on what we know about p before observitg.ii;

The previous knowledge can be expressed by a prior density funCtion

f(p) (or, also, called a prior probability denSity function)i. .The product

of f(p).and the likelihood unction f(x10) (i.e., the conditionil

probability of x on given p) 'gives a quantity iroportiOnaI to the posterior

density function aplx):

1 510



,x fp)f (p)

Whe're-f(.x[p) is called. the' model density function instead o

in Bayesian statistics.

likelihood, as

\

The model density is used for inference in traditional statistics, or

ampling theory. It is clear that Bayesian statistics uses more

information' than traditional statistics does; i.e.the prior density

function. Consequently, Sayesian .statistics ilIprovIde us, ,with more

accurate information, at least mathematicaIly,':than;traditional statistics

Will if a choice f our prior densit is 4e right one.-:Indeed, it is

possible* to demonstrate such an exa p e,/especiaily if the, number of
,

/

/

Observations is 'fairly small.' But it iS true that ihe model density,

I
conditional probability of x given p, lyilI have most influence on the

. _

posterior density when the_number of bservations is large. .

9
C. ' V ..: ; . I

A detailed discussion of Bayesia binomial' model can be found

elsewhere (Novick and Jackson,1975; Aguson, T., 1971). We will show

I

only the,Bayesian densities in this paper. If we assume the prior belif

of p follows a beta'distribution, ten the prio- ensitxf(p) is given
. .

by a beta function:

pa- ( b-1
!

f(P) 0Spsl, A5d, b50
B(ail))

the model density f(xlp) is

px-1(10N-,x

f(x1P).=
A3(x,N7x-1)

_1



the posteriur :lensitv f( is f,,iven hY

where

f(01k)
P

B(a;b

3 (a4-::,b+N-x)

n(A) Fr(b)

nak+ b)

application of tne Bayesian binoriial todeI to- 34 Chanute - lessons will

is the hhhheruf subj ects.

he deOnStrated in the next Settion



2.4 Appropriateness of the Percentage of StiOtegeRata,,

7
The rule for establishing validation of a lesson vies,,th4at -27 bf:430

students-entering the lesson successrvely must pass the.maseery. test'

given at
43,the end of the leSson; if this criterion was not met, some

revision of theesson: was carried out. If `we ,consider the 34-lessons
I

'' 7
:

`'are; homogeneous, as pa lman (1977) sta4ed in his .paper., the Model
.1.

density
r,

function de iv d from a sample of size 30 with 27 successful.
. 1

i

iii;'attempts. predicts a)634X chance of success for each lessoniin, future ..at
,i..''

il,

i
.

I .

... . .

ished.
..

the 4tAne when the validation date was establ f.

corresponding I rior density in our situation is obtained-from

thei'va.1 dation criteri tvh" ic.'h has heen.wed in CBE Programs: in the
4

. _

Army (B anson 1975): 27 of 30 'achieving criterion: ..eveI:' it yes.

believed that thiS tulle was adequate to determine the cutoff_ point for
11 );

terminating the proCess of lesson modification arid 'beginning to. gather

evaluating, the PLATO MB CBE prOject at Chanute. The beliefdata fOr
(

,

that a, 90% rate of /success in rty, successive subjects' is an adequate
n.

1

,

1 I
,

criterion for validating lesson

condition. Therefore, the same
1 1

i. 1 i

the model density ftinction is -taken as a priOr denaity distribution in
5 ,

i

can be thought of as the prior

beta - binomial distribution function as

this case.
. t.

Applying a -3 e s theorem to prior and model :IdcwiSities, the posterior

density, function is given-by beta-binomial fuotio B(53;2; MO with a
_ .

mode of .87 and standard 'deviation of ,04. The Credibility interval is

given by C:8714, in -which mode :9 andormeati .87 et."iicluded.



In 3ayesian statistics, the interval [.8714, .9244] 'is called a 50%

credibility interval for the

the measure of the strength

-know101e end our obServati

in that interval. In partic lar [.87, ..921 is a 50% interval. between the

ability or success rate) because the '50% i

our belief, caking into account our 'prior -

that the student's (or lesson's) ability Iles'

25th and 75th. percentiles a d is called the highestdensity region in the

belief, a 50% 71DP,. The ',len

lnterquartile rauge.and

of the ;interval '=: .57 is Called' An

A

is used as .a measure of variability of

distribution.

',.__'"

.As seen in '_"able 1, x.re. have furthet hvationg ri;iFe after the
.

.

.. ,

validation dates 'were established. I..t us extend our discussion further. ..
..

. ... .

: Table 2 sulmatizes the resultS of the pa yesi Arr,beta-i;incimial analysis -.. t

i

:,f or .ea'ch lesSon based on the expanded sample' and. newly observed- success
. .

.. ,

.ra7te: '.ThemOdel density,functions of the'lessons g..i.ven in Table 2 were

rierived 'from the new se-:64e of size 3iven in column 8 and number of

-
succe<ses in colbmn 9 of Table 2. The paraneters of prior;density,50% MDR

probabilities of -rr lar,,,er than. or equal to .9 (Prob(mZ.9), are given in

.

Table 2 Fron the last colunn Co? Tabl'e 2. we may. select the lessons whose

x ,

probAbilities. of being validated lessons are areater than .50. Since all0
.

standard deviations and interquatile ranges are small, i.e., mostly less

than .05, 'tfle:prOhability that 7T is greater 'than or equal to .85 will be
-

.

_ .
d rast ;_rea-tar

-
'or exam -plei. lesson 105 has Prol2( )=.86 while ?rob( = .25.

:

Therefore, it .-is r:econmended that the ,validatiot criterion of 90% be

_ .
.1 \

repla,ced,by a sliAhtly :higher value 92% or So. If we defined the validaton

.

criterion by a slightly higher success tate, say, 28 out of 30 students
=

)14

19



Table 2

Credibility, Inthrvals' of Master Validation Exams

Observed
Lessons Sore Mean Mode S.D.

by Baysian Binomial Model

/'

103
83

93

134

.892

/104a ;931
144

124 -
104b

105

106

201a

201b

202a

-202b

203a

203b.

203c

204

205a

205b

206a

206b

_111

:132 . *886

_54
.857

63

116

129

105

139.

54'-
63.7

115

120

59

63

.899

;755

.857

.958

;937

.921
58

57

63

63r

53
63

.esf
54
63

101
120"

.905

.921

:841

.357

.842

.,c5= 842

a b 50% CI P(Trz.90)
.4

.89 . .89 .03 109;2 13.8 ;8744i .9120 ;36

.93 02 31.2:.10.8 .9157 .9444 ..87

.87 .86' .03 123.2 19.8 .8467, .8851 .08

(

.89 -.88: .03 116.2 15.2 .8665, p.9040 .25

. ;05 53.2 9.8 .8238; .8842 ..10

.8g, .03 115.2 13.8 ;8800; .9160. .43'=

.75 .75 .04 104.2 34.8 .7280; .Q0

.8fi .84 .05 53.2 9;8 .8238; .8842 :Id'

.95 .94 .02 14102 8;8 .9340, .9588 ;97

.93 .92 ;03 85;2 7.8 .9052, .9425

.92 .91 04 57.2 5.8_ ;8959; .9425 .63

.90 .89 .03 83.2 9.8 ;8811; .9228 .

.92 .91 .04 57.2 5.8 .8959, .9425 .

.85 ;04 79.2 '..8337; .8826 .08

;84 ;05 53.2 9.8 .8238; .8842 .10

.85 .85 .03 127.2 22.8. .8324, .8716 .97

.86 .85 106.2 18.Q .833, .8758 .05

15
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(Table 2 cont'd) ,

Observed
ScoreLesions

206c

207 .

301

304

305

.307'

308

401

402

43

404

405a

405b.

405C

!tO5d

407

139

148 '939

57 -0,c

63

li3

139 '813

80
= .842

Mean

.94

.90

.83

.86

131 = .94
139

132
= .826 .84

160

96 - -691'
139

146

172:- '849

gs 021

= ..621"
95

60. 452,,

. 60

63

57
63

58

63

51

63

89

95

63

.952.

=

.9A

=,;810

= .937

= .889

;73'

.86

.84

.84

;94:

.94

.90

.92

.84:

.89

:

Mode S.D. a 50% CL IT(ir>.90)

.02 138.2 9.8 ;9255; .9521 .94

.03 83;2. 9-8. .8811; .9228 .47

82 '7 .03 , 298 .8073, .8466, :.00

.85 .03 106.2 18.8 .8331, .8758 .04.

.02.

:83 .03

.72 .03

:158.2 10.8 .9282, ;9528 .96

.

.85 .03

.83 .03.

.83 .03

.93 .03 '

.93 .03

.89 .03

.91 =.04

.83

.92 .02

.04

16

158.2:: 31.8 .8175;:.8538.:

1222..0 46.8

29.8

.7020,

,8350,

.7485

.872

.00.

;00

104.2 20p8 .8160 .8604 ;013

104;2 20.8 ;8160; .8604 .013

86.2 6.8 :.9174; '.9522 .84

86.2 6.8 .9174i .9522 .84

83.2 9.8 .8811, .9228 .47

57.2 15.8 .8959; .9425 .63.

77.2 15.8 .8103, .8622 ' .02

115.2 9.8 : .9117, ..9431 .82:

55.2 7,f8 .8595; .9137 :31

1

2_



achieving the malstery level in a successive sample, then the validatipn
. .

dates given in column 4 of Table 2 ptrir>.9) would be later dates but the

estimation of true pr ability of success would be much improved..

Lesson 201a has a 90% stfCcess rate in an observation of 99 students who

entered the lesson after the validation date, May ,28th. This observed

success rate is the same as the validation criterion. It is interesting

to note that the 50% HDR (.88,.916 ] of the new prior density based on

the sample size of .129 is'slightly narrower than that.of size 30 [.8714,

.9244]. In general, when .the number 14ents increases: the:50% HDR

gets-narrower- Also"you will notice that the value in the last column

of Table 2 for lesson `vim is .:43, which is larger. than'Prob(9) =

.409 when the sample size is 30. There e, our crediblity of saying...

that lesSon 201a will have 'a success rate of 90% in the population from
4.

which this sample was drawn will tncrease if the sample size on which

the model density was based increase's.
,

HenCe etting', the most appropriate validation criterion for a lesson

dpends on two factors: success rate and sample size. The discussion.of
TA.

.

these two factors will be carried mathematically parallel; ,in other words

mathematically dual.;. takiiig the sample size as the7number:of itemthor the

. -

test length; the success rate as the proportion_of getting a correct answer.

or of f item. In the next chapter, we will switch the focus from the former

that is oriented toward the success rate lesson,to the latter that is

for the success rate of an individual in a test.

17
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r.

CRITERION REFERENCED .'TEST AS ASSESSMENT OF STUDENTS. RFot

3.1 Problems in Criterion - Referenced Tests

. _

Critetion-referenced testing-has, gained much attention from
6

educational measurement and ebeing spetidlists ;in recent years: The

object of criterion- referenced testing is riot-to distinguish:finely

gracing subjects; but to classify subjects into Mastery and non-4flaster7

., 4 --. ..-1,

F?oupt.. .Robett.GleSer (1963) stated ,that, the, measures of CRTs. depend -on. L

% r
f quality while those of NR.Ts depend on a relative

1 6-an ,absolute_ standard

standard CRTs- pften used in conjunction with': instrUetional

programs

A

that maximize the number of students attaining a given mastery

.
level and-minimize the variability of test scores 'while-norm- efererfced

tests (NRTs) are used in Selection or screening a subgroup. of; examinees;

-
.prediezing students' future perfor.ances, and evaluatidh of

ad.'")
instructional programs:

The concepts of critiviOn-referenced testing are quite different

from those of norm-referenced testing . Strictly speaking, the test
, .

scores: of NRTare.:assumed ttl be distributed liotmally while:.,those' of a.

CRT are highly skewedf' The variability in 'scores of a NRT is large - '
/ ,
-

.-
.

while that of a'. CAT is si;iall - Although, these differences are'generally

expected but need not be ob-serV*ed in prac-tiCe.: Statistical measures in
./ . l

. 6

n

the test theory model,; suCh'as reliability and validity, ate,
1

. .

defini on the basis of assuming that the standard of any NRT

is a:lways positiVg and adequately large. Therefore; the definition of

reliability ae'the ratio of true score -vialiance to observed Score
13 V;7!

O
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1

..variance can be ''a ,meaningful' index there. reliability. tends: to

Increase as the' _test length (number of items)' incieases andience the

;, variablity of .teSt,:sco'res. ,inCreases.... The test length of :'a ,CRT

.
usually Shor items;; and often most items of .'a testdie.

answered '4-corrgatl'YNay. all studeni,s:*ha take t e f.tet-.-. Therefore. the

reliability of can' t be satisfactorily
;

large. 'far 'as 'ttli.t
, 1;

a at hor kncws4'- tieny tests havea a 21 ieliability of on17 aboutii.0.5. or
4.'

SS

Since it .is,a Cotantin use of 'riterion.,,refereited, testing that all,

student, are.expected to achielid.-thei level. of mastery, s,a,Y 901/4 correct, the
. ,4.- - . . . ,,_.
observed scores beC.rome 'abdurde'd varial. If there are Subjects with true

, - b

4 r .._ 2. ,4 . .

-,near -ilia "Ceilingrfor the '"floor"; it OecOmes .implausibIe to assume
g "

that the errorsof -iflersureMerit are:diatiibuted independently of true~ scores

-4

of observed CRT scores and true sco es in Chapter 23 of their

for those near thehoundAry.": .NI Ts usually have ceiling

effects. Their scores ere.ciistributed around the mean score and are

floor

. .

-4-idoinnear- 'either extreme.. in such. a test, it is reasonable to assume.,
that ertror, stores are due 't6; gonithitig, independent of the subject's true

, -

.abilities, 'such as fatigue anxiety, etc.

Lord, and Nov ck (1968) argue", abOat the plausibleld istrib ut ional forms

I'

"Statistical ,Theo,riecb, of Mental Test Scores." We will folio ir steps;

and adopt; the. binopial error 'ttbdei for CRT 'cores ',The binomial error.

model assumes' triat,rrt eac#VMVE test is aime at measuring the learning

-.level ,of, a topirt taught "in the Vehicle Training Course, then all items in

book,

-
.....,,.

.,,,.the test'outist theasare other same task. In other words all. items in a test
,

,

Ahave one and only one common factor with 0-1 scoring. SuppOse there is

19 1),f',



i3231 of items measuring the same task,, and taking \an item out of the pool.

is an independent event, that 'is, answering the earlier items on the test,

doe-S not affect he ability of ai student to answer, later items correctly, then

we Can formulate the distribi4ion of raw scores X by ,a binomial

distribUtion.with parameter 0. in which 9 is the proportion of items that a

student would answer correctly over the ,entire pool of items. If T is. a

fixed .true score and e is an erTor. of measurement, then the raw score x can

be expresSed by the sum of the two, x'= T + e, band 9 is. given by

Tin

e n is the number of items in the test. Let h(i10) be the binomial.

tribution of' x',at any given true ability level 0, then the conditional.

tribution '11( IG) can be g.iven by

where n is the number of items in the test.

It is interesting to note that this model does not pay attention

item differnces. The traditional TneasureMent indices such as item

to

difficulty or items 'discriminating Index are not the major concern in
, .

the binomial error model. .Rather, finding out how accurately a test can

estimate an examinee's pass or fail status with respect to a given

mastery is a main concern of the model.

KeatS and Lord (1962) investigated the relationship between, the

distibution of test scores, Observed and true scores. The-test

could be adequately represented by the hyper geometric, distibution h(x) with

a negative parameter and the :true' scores distribution could be represented

scores



:where a>0 and b>n-1'. And also

where f is the reliability of, the te0e4,"ilid ux is the:mean of test scores:

In binomial error mo7dei, th thaticiti,:7pf 'a ttue score is given by. . ,

1 tral...
0-2 °x n - 1

Table 3 is the summary of information.
at Chanute.

, N

frcim tile''hasterY Validation .Exams
.

-21
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Table 3

The Summary of Simple Statistics of Mastery V4iidat.iOn Exama

testi ,..

=yelp

ttivel44a

r ..: mve104

-.. mver05'

.-111v0201a
eY1

..,

,e.:.mVe201b
..: --

ive201a'--

. tiVe2021i :...-

,.

mve204

mve205a

rove 205b

mve206a

mvq206b-

inve206c

mve207

mV6301

mve303

mve304

mye305

mve307

mve308 )

mve401

mve402

mve403'.4'

mve404

mve405a .

.mve405b

mve405c'

mean SD a2-1-

7.388 1.124 8 0.6321

:1I:892 . :0.442 12 0.4910 83
.

,,,,-

10.120. 1.728 11 0.8018 83

7:706: 0..737 8 0.5470 .85

.-:474 :
0.973 10 0.5254 76

- 8:907 1.325 10 0.4951 86

.16.186 . 2.934 20 0.6753 '97

9.720 0.634: 10 0.3573 82

8.557 1.681 10 0.6253 88

6.767 1.558 . 9 0.3470 90

8;110 1.736 10 0.5457 82

12.038 1.574 13 0.6942 78

15.250 1.619 '17 0.4259 80

1.9.257 1.151 20 0.4841 70

3.761 1.124 5 0.3287 88

8.727 1.5011 10 6.5635 77

I

17.380 2.257 20 0.5824 "71

' 9.209 1.366 10 0.6771 67

7.458 0.934 8 0.4806 72

14,683 1.522 16 0.5101, 63

9.037 1.170 10 0.4045 ,82

.
9.254 1.015 10 0.3673 63

14.138
, ,

2.335 17 0.5988 94

0095, 2.487 '/.16 0.8340 84

4.254 0.876 5 0.2166 67

9.169 , $1.069 .10 0.3701 71

8.329 1.991 10 0.7208 70

9.087 1.222 10 0.4934 69

22
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In classital test .tliair4.1,, 6(11 (Kuder7Rithardson)) is always smaller
_

or equal to the other reliabiit approXithations ,suh deo( 20 and

ach's Coefficient 00 A3oill4t( 20 andict 21 become egUllionlY When all

ate of equal difficulty: (or' have equal mean ifthe scores are

tomous , and "note :that 420 would be Used in place of° 21, with a

and binomial model) . -Coefficient c:4 becomes equal to° 20 if all

in a test are parallel; that is; all items have the same mean

s and variances in classical test theory. M We previously noted

is chapter, the. binomial error model assumes a single common factor

s not concerned with differentiating among item characteristics.

odel does not require any information, about the item

ctersitics in a test, such as difficulty and discriminating index,

'

t does require knowledge of the number of item§ on a test. It is

esting to note that the mathematically derived ratio of /the true

bserved score variances In the modeL becomes equal to the

bility of the test where all items are of equal difficulty and

ace. Therefore the delnition of reliability in Classical, test

y loses an i.ftteresting feature in terms,of a traditional sense

se in the binomial error model, the value of the' reliability index

luced to that of the lowest approximation to the ratio of the true

jserved score variances in classical test theory. pince4 21 is a

,

al case of reliability approximations when item differences are

it:is exactly what we can expect out of the binomial model.

The conceptualization of reliability is no longer important in the

Instead, the accuracy of judging non-mastery and mastery status

mninees=.becomes a main concern. -Millman states this purpose of CRT



clearlyjn hieAper. (1975), and. discusseshOwmany iterWmust-be'

'administered from a given item pool so that the test items in the &main

answered. correctly can give ean:accUrat estimation of an examinee's true-

ability O..

Setting of Mastery Level's,

The mastery level: of Master Validation ExamS' (MVE) of the

lessons in. the Chanute.FLATO AFB CBE Program was set at a level of 80 %,

although it is' impossible to prove that 80% is the most appropiate level

for -their program. Block (1972) showed in his experimental study that

attainment Of a,.'95% .mastery level maximized student learning of

cognitive taske.i n his-matrix algebra course, while an 85%-level

maximized learning as characterized by affective criteria.

Since Chanute's 37 lessons are deigned' to be "liymogeneoui" with

respect to content and teaching style;' all lesso s are written under the

same principle with the same tutorial logic, although the subject matter in

each lesson is different. Therefdre Chanutes lessons. are not linearly

related and the content difficUlty ofthe lessons, is.not hierarchically'

ordered as it would be in teaChipg mathematics, arithmetic, or foreign

language6. If the lessons are linearly related; setting a mastery level

for:t=he earlier. instructional units. should by higher than those of the

later instructional units. If the goal of the .second unit is the

attainment an 85% mastery level, then the mastery level of the first unit

migh be 90%, or some other level higher than 85%. Since there is no

.analytical technique ro provide the optimal level of mastery learning,

24



definite statments about the determination of ideal mastery levels Cannot
, .

be Made at this time: Litt -(1178) 'provides an excellent discussion

._

of the topic of "getting standards".

Mastery levels are usually set by instructors or the author of a

lesson, but the decision. of mastery and non=mastery is based on examinees'

.

obServed test scores. The score that is used as to decide mastery and non=

mastery is called the "cutoff." Mastery and non-mastery status ought t be
. .

defined onthe,basis of true Ability 9, not observed test, scores x that are

subjeCt to measurement errors. If true ability were known, there would be

no incorrect classifications. Unfortunately, true scores are-impossible

to obtain in practice, so we have to find a way to minimize

misclassification.

:There are four kinds of classifications: 1. an examinee's true

:ability 9 and observed score x are both higher than a:given mastery level

and cutoff score* c, that is A = 1 Xic-and 930o ); 2..0 'is loWer than 90

and also lower than ci that is B = { x <c and 8.<96 );3. EY-is lower -than

.Go; but x is larger than c;-F.i.;=.( x2c and 9<Ao );:4.. 9 is higher than $360
.

but x is lower than c, F icc and 9280 ). The following figure shows

these four conditions.

Figure 1

= true ability, x = observed score,;,'

go= true mastery level

c s Observ'ed Cutoff.

Probability of theie events will, be denoted

by P(A),F(B),P(4)and'NF_ respeCtively



. .

r

reported percent ofMillman (1975)i:end therCtrovick & Lewis(1975

,._ .

students eXpeeted to:be misclassified:for a givemd toff with various

-numbers- of test iteme; AitIlmau_dsed thellimbmial_er eli_but7Navic k

and Lewis used:the Sayepian beta' binomial error mod

AcCording to Millman's .calculationsi the percent o students expected

:to be .miecIaseified at 80% mastery level using a 10 item est could be as-

high as 53%=

EMerick (1972) and'Iluynh (1976) considered the lOss rati

FA-es a means of controlling misclassification, especially fals

advancement. If. later instructional unite require the knowledge

, 1

acquired in earlier units; false:advancement will, be a prOblem.

d skill.

Sinte F= stands for the event in Which estudent has really mastered

. .

the.given instructional,unit but his/her observed score-happens to to

lower than the cutoffi retaining such a stddent in the same unit i8 not

efficient. If the instructional units are fairly independent Iromone

to another; as are lessons in the Vehicle Training. Program at Chanute .

Air Force Base lien an. appropriate iosi ratio would be 1, or at leaSt

iit is not necessary to set.it as high, as

HUYnh (1976) prop6Sed an ettaldatii$0 of the cutOffpcore thWt minimizes

the occurence of misclassifications for a given lOss ratio. With his

cutoff score; the,loes ratio associated with the probability of having

the false positive to that of falpe negative stays the same; say 10,

.

While the linearddiibinatiOn of the probabilities of the both events and

the ,loss ratio (the.average loss ). is minimized. We will discuss ittmore

detail Huynh's method in conjunction with 34 Chanute leesons and their

MVE test scores.



. . I . .

Huynh:.iteriVeci the tioptimal cutaff.rco of a test for a given mastery,
::1 . . .

level Ao .an4 loss rntio Q so as to minimize the average las6 ftinctiOn R(C),

\ by differen i ting it, where R(c) is the linear comtination of the probability

\ _ _

falSe and false negative and is4 given by

= P(F+) + Q

Y

co is the small st integer such that the incomplete beta function of

Te
0
(a+ co,n+bco

is smaller than or equal to Q/(1+Q) ; where

P = Io(a+co,

. A ga+cO-1(14)n7Fb7co7

J0
+b=èo) =

B(a+co, n+b7co) 4

dQ.

in order o apply Huynh's result to evaluate tO, we tieed the help. of' a

.

computer 1t0 calculate the values of the incomplete beta: fUnction for

e=0;1,2,:L...n and plot them on paper. The PLATO s stem eases these steps

we can Obtain the answer through the 'program ':cutoff" written by the
r

present author and T. Weaver. Figure 2 illustrates,'the prodedure to
t

determine the optimal cutoff co. The parameters a and .b are Obtained_

frn4 the mean, standard Aeviarioh of .the. test and thei'nuMbei items in

--- _

thetest (deAted by n).;.-Table 4 shpt.'s, the values of incomplete' beta

function 1,66(i) at each n, where a,b are calculated from

test scores of MVE201a by the fOrmuia,
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Table 4

Ten points in Figure,2.

.4753 4
I ,

446( a-T-i ;n4b=1)

1 9:556 9:4* : 0.998'''' .

2 10.556 8.475 -- 0.991-
3 11;556 7.475 9.969
4 12.556- 6.475 . : 0:/913----0
5 '13.556r 5.475 ,. 9:796
6 14.556 4.475 ;608
-7 .15.556 3.475 .0-;',376

8 :1°6.556 2.475 40.46?
9; 17.556 , 1.475 0.045

10 .18556 0;475 0.004

The curve in Figure 2 is obtaitted by Blotting the points in Table 4.

The horiZontal Iines Which are marked by losses 0.5; 1; -1.5; 2; ...;

Figure 2 help to evaluate the optinial cutoff Which minimizes, the average

loss it,(C) at' co for the partially known loss ratio. Q and a given mastery

true level '90i Since the contents ..of all lessons discussed in the

Chanute PLATO; AFB CBF~ Progratit deal with independent' toPics across the

Aessons-ind the 'lessons are notllinearly or hierarchically related, a

loss ratio of I will be reasonable. Thus; in Figure 2 the smalleat

integer- valtie of i for which the curve P(1) goes under, the line of loss

ratio 1 is 7. 'Therefore co.:7 is the Ideal cutoff score of the
. .

testi .MVE2Ora.

It is interesting to note that -the cutoff score c-=-8 actually used.

for MVE201e in the Chanute training progratn gives a slightly arger value

-A4



of the.probabllity-of misclassification of (R(c)= P(F +) +P(F -)) than the

thebretically derived co does, but not for P(F+), probability of false,

poaitive; or P(F-), probability of false negative separately.

c-1 _

A;0-(1/B(4i0) 2 ( )B(a+iil+nig
i=0

p F...5'=(1/B(a,b))/ (fra+i,h+b=i)(1-40a44,b+h=d))
i=0 i

The probabilities of P(A)=Prob(9R0,xkc) and P(B)=Prob(0.00,x<c)

are given respectively by the following formulas:

P(A) = 1-496(aib)+(1iB(
C=1=n-

ib)). ( )Blatiin+b=1
G

).(I
o

(
a

i=0 -f ,

c-4
'P(B) = (1/B(aib)).2 B(a+1.0,+:11.)I a+iib+n-i)

(n

i=0 i

:The probability of "each misclassification for a1'1 available MVE6

were- calculated and summerized in Table 5.

Since the sum of'the'probabilities Ai B, F+i and F- is 1, the sum of

the probabilities of A and Bmust have a maximum value at co- where

P(F+)+P(F-) reaches the minimum as shown tp Figure 3. 4

.

In Figure 3:the curve of'F(F+)+ P(F--)(the lower curve drawn * is)

decreases slowly until it reaches the bottom at co, then ihcreases'as

the number of items increases:vhile' the curve of P(A)+ P(B)(the upper.

curve drawn with t.. ) reaches- the maximum point at co.



Estiriated Probability of,Misclassificatforts

Cutoffs

mve104a
\_-

mve104b

mve105

mve201a

-Co. 9
co 6
c. 7

c- 7
c

SuccessT
) P(F÷ or F ) or F-) :rate

0.0621 0.0162 0;0783

0.0314 0.063.9 0.0953

0.9247
0.8462

.0.0026 0.0001 0:.00.26 0.9997
0;0011 0.000 .0.9927
0.0348 0.0259'.0.0606 :0.8705
0.0348' 0A259 0.0606 0.8705

.89,

.94

;864

0.0235 0.0094 0.0329

0.0123- 0.0399 0;0522

0.0357 0.0064 9.04;1

0.0.238 0.0262 0.0499

0.9739
-0;9323

'0.9788:
..0;9472

mve201b

mve202a,.

co 7 0;1078
C8n Q710
c0 16 0;1163 0;0624

c 16
,

0.1163 0.0624

0.0146
0.0556

0.1223
0.1266
0.1788
0.1788

0.9375
0.8598
0.6495
0.6495

.88

. 90

. 72

.82

IiiVe202b c0 5 0.0055
c 8 0.0031 0.0122 0.0153 0.9853

0.0001 0.00-56"0.9998,

mve204

mve205a

mve205b

mve206

0 8 0.0996. 0.0503 0.1499 0'.7803

:12 8 0.0996 i 0.0103 0.1499' 0;7801

c-
0 !

8 0:1428 0.1341 0.2769 0.3612 .79*

n a28 0;1311121a. 0,1612 .

C0 8 0.1507 0.0634 0.2141 0.6913 ;82

c 8 0.2141- 0.6913

. 98

(:)10 0.0478 0.0184 0.0602

11 0.0266 -0.0535 0.0801

mve206b Co 12
c 14

mve206c

mve207-.

CO 3
0
c 16
c 5

0
4

'

0.9207

0;0606 0.0113 . 0.0719 -0.9708
0;0305 '0.'0911 0..1216 0.8608
0;0057 0;0003 0.0061' 0 9991

-: 0.0030 '0.0116 0. 0146' . 0.9852
0.0965 9.1957 0.2922, 0.3070 .(91.

0.'2878 0:0547. .0.3425 0:839'

.82

2

3



0.

mve301

mve303 15o
c 16

8
c`"8

mve304

rnve305'

Success
) P(F or F-.;) P(A or P ) rate v

0;0894 0;0540 0.1434 .0.8184 79

0.1070
0-0730 11.0653--0-.-13133-0.8140_±-

O. i 26.6 0;1336 0.8867 . ;90

0.0471 0.0292 04763 .0e8922.
0.0471 0.0292 '0 011W--- 48922
0.0632' '0.0036
0.0247 0.0787

.82\

8668 0.9827 '.9
01a034 0.8691

mve307-

rive 308:

mve401

.c0c.

rnve402

0.0732:.. 0;0147
0.0498 0;0578
0.0364 -'

0.0252v

0;088U
1076

13 0:1494 9.0395 0 890 ,0.7809 .79
-10

_14 0.0910 0.0961 0s.1871- :6660

mve403

- mve404

mve405a

irtve4051?

rave405c.

c 8 0;0771'' 0.0294 40'65 :0e 7,048 .79;;
.0771 0..;029-4'' 0:1065 6::7048

0.2100. 0;0130 0;2230 0'3564 1;0
.c0 4" 0.145-5-±,- 0.0840 0:2296 0;8208
c0 0.05 0 04025 7:-.0185 . 0.9919 1;40
c 8 0.0326. 0.05-13 0.089 019196-,-
c-- 8 0.0987 0.0419 0.1405; 0.734
0'

4
c 8 0.0987 .0.0419 0i14,05' 0.7344- -

7 0.07,94- 0.0123 0.0917 0.'9543 .94.1
0-c 8- -0-.0527 . 0:047_8 0.1005 0.89.21 '/:

o
is the theoietically derived ,cutoff to minimize

) c is the 'dcutoff actually'used in the PLATO Service_._
i

Program at Chanute'.
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Table 5 indicates ;that the actually used cutdf.f scores c, produce
. .

higher, probabilities .of P(F+ or F-) than the theoretically .determined

_

cutoff cos except in a few cases.. Since the theoretical cutoffs are

deteii-in-ed- so as to minimize the average' loss ik(-CT)'4. in Our case.. the; sum
. .

of probabilities Of false negative Fc- a d false POstive F+, all values

of Table 5, P(F+){- P( - have smaller values for co than for-

c The sum of the probability of A and F+ is the expected success rate

this sum matches the observed success rate given in the last column

fairly Well:-

The probability of each misclasSification for all available liVEs

were cal d and .summerized in Table

Since, the sum of the probabilities A, 8, F+,.. and F- is 1,. the .sum. of.

the probabilities of IC and B must :have a maximum. value at co where

P(F+)+P(F-) reaches 'the minimum as shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3* the. curve of 1P(F+)+ P(F-)(the lower curve drawn * is)

decreases slowly until,it reaches the bottom "at co, then increases,a

the number of items increases while the curve of -P(A)+ P(8)-(the upper

curve draWn with-+ is) reaches the maximum point at co:.

If were used as cutoffs for 14VE test scores, only lessons would

not have a probabilityof'Observed sutcgss less than AO, Which was used

as the lesson validation criterion in the PLATO MB eBg program, while

18 lessohs have values in PJA)+P(F+)(ie p (ckd) ) when c's are uted;

Since the probability of false negative, P(F-) stands for the 'case

that an examinee really mastered the goal of instructional unit but his her'

.observed score happened to be lower than the used cutoff c, he/She doeth not

have to repel* the ins trucon If efficienCy ofd fining in terms of

.34



hortening:;:the .IS the main ,concerni then .P(F)

large. - For example, aVE207 has P(F-)= L957 which means

88x0.1457=17; out of a t6tal .of 88 students repeated the seine

hoiild

ins tetiC'tion -unn ete s s ar i-ly,,---gf -Coprs e---th-is- --is::--an-ex treMe---ca se- an d-mos t
. .. :..,....,. 3, `....-.5

values are less.:.than 10%, which ,rdeani that fiVe tp eight students
i--- ._repeated the same lesson mistakeuly Table 6 shays the 'numberof.

students,,misclassified in t4aster Validation Exams. Since the observed

cutoff: c for all ZIVEs but MVE. 207 area larger: than or equal to the
,,'

, . .

.optimum cutoff co, the number of misclassified students of the- type

becomes larger for using o than c, and errors in the type F- turn to be

;'smallet for !'lco. ::,:But the total-misclassifications are minimized by using
-

the tradeoff how the cutoff be selected.It is a problem

Since the'ioss ratio of 1 was selected in our study,, we conclude

that most cutoffs of Master Validation Exams used at:-Chanute were not

the sbest 'choice. By adopting the theoretically derived cutoff- co, s

pthability of misc las Si f ications(cohld have-been minimized
I"'

The :probabilities of success rate by obServation, prot(xIO,
pro'b(A. or suggest that the validation ciiteriOn of 'lessons in the

. ,

Chanute prOgram must b change,d . Twelve out : soils have' 'a,

passing probability of less than 90, even if the, theoretical cuto,ff

had been adopted instead of the ,actually used cutoff score c :Those

lessons which have failed apparently need more4 tention.from.the
,

.

instructional dehio-n,ers,. hut..,'at the- sane time their tests .need to

reviewed too because we dottf.t know -.the 'caus'e of,miSclasifications :in'S

s:

test. The investigation along this line sill. be taken in the next section.
. _-

t should be noted that ale dotted curve Figure 2 decreases

40



TabIe6

Ettimatea Number of Misclassified Students

Test, 'CuiOtta Test CUtOffa
MID

mve103 5.3 1.4 mve207
2;7 5;4

mve104a 0;2 0;0-0 0.1 0.5.
.nive104b c 9 '2.9 2.1

c° .9 2.9 2 1
,0.8

c° .7 1; 3;4
c 0.5

1.43_ = _2.0
mve201b c

0
9.3 1.;3

c 8 '6.1 4.8

rove105

mve2O1a'

0

mve301

mve303

"mve2t2a c= 16 11.3 6.1
c 0 16 , 11 3 6:1

inVe202b 0 5
0.5 0.0

_c 0.3 1.0

mve304

17. ?'

4 25;3 4.8
c- 8 6;9 4;2
co 8 6_.9 4.2
c ,15 7.6 1.9

0 16 5.2 4;6
0

8 3.2 2.0
c. 8 3..2 s2 0

mve305
,

mve307

5 4.5- 0.3
7 1.8 5.7

11 343 0.4
2. ..2:6 L;2

mve308

mve401

mve204- 8 4;4 mve402
0 01

7 "6`0, 1.2',.
4.1 4.7

7 LI 0.7
2:8

.L 3, 1 0 ..3.7
14 86: 9.0

mve205a c
0

12.9 12.1c -8- 12.9 12.1
mve2G5b, c 12.4 5.2

el 8 12.4 2

rnve206a

mve403
',

c--0c
mve404 a

, C.

8 .6.5 2.5
8 6;5 2;5
.3 14;1 0;9

5.6.
0.2.
3'. 6
2.9
2.9
0.8
3.1

mve206b

mve206c.

14

aC' is the theoretically derived cutoff to mini #e P(F P(F) ..

gram at 'Chanute.c the cutoff actually used in the PLATO Service P

4,



.1.owly for the smaller Yivalues-(No. of items in a teat).bUt starts.

dropping rapidly until K reaches K=9 and again Slows down.. The shape of

the curves varies a quite bit among MVEs and some start dropping rapidly

at around K=7 or 8 for:80% true mastery level.. Thus, the loss ratios of

*

8 and 20 can have the same opeimaI cutoff for the same true mastery

level. This is due to that the beta binomial model deals with

.

continuous scores the ,reel data are discrete.'
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VALIDATION OF LESSONS AND CRITERION REFERENCED TESTS

4.1 Predicting the Percentage of Success Rate for the__Leaaon

Table 7 shows the estimated probability of success id texmanf

the/ proportions of true score to the nuMber of test itemsi or tru4:ability

level 9. These calCulations are based on error free true ability level 9

it is more reliable compared to the values obtained' in Table 2.,

where values were calculated: from the observed scores..

iine On>.0, the probability of 90% of the, examinees achieving

,

mastery, was based on the observed success rate and sample size; their
_, .

'values clOnct;reflet the information from 'testa; such as.,"

21; _mean and itandard deviation 'of a test.

test length;

the probability p.(F+.or-A) is .deriyed from unique information

obtained from each test; hence we can considef it more accurate than

P(*t Z.9).' The lessons which haVe values -larger than .90 for
.

.

F_) anc P(A or 4) might not require any further

revision ,hutioothers might. -need it. Lessons 105 and 308 probably

wyt require.any further revision, but 204;207;303,304,402, and 405b

might need revision of lesson or tests in spite of not being recommended,.-

-accoiding'to:the validation criterion that.has been used in Chanute

program. The prObabilitrof PASS based on the observed scores tends to

provide larger Values, so that the validation criterion 'based on the

probability of true ability level P(A or F ) (i.e. p(G1G)) will be more 14

:plautible standards..

A -
It is important to note: that these lessons may not-really need-

revision; instead, the result may be.due to.poor test .construction. So.
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far, the 'only available techni:que to measure the quality of lessons- is

to examine the result 3 a CRT given at the end of the lesson. If the

teat is__Qonstructed very poorly (e.g. MiTE 207, With PR+ or F,J .2992,.

21=.
3287); then the measure will be unfair to qu n*ilktio the quality ofct-

the lesson. The measure does not distinguish between the test and the
4

lesson. Thus, the faulty part maybe tale test and/or- any tlier part or
I

parts of the lesson. This argument/can also be applied to the reverse

situation. Therefore, construction of. good test will be a key point

in Judging the quality of a lesson that- wily be indirectly measured_ by,
. .

this test.

4.2 Validation of Mastery Validation Exams

In the previous chapter, we discussed the optimal cutoff co ;z1 CRT

.

with respect to Mastery Validatidn Exams in the PLATO MB CBE Program at

Chanute Air Force Base..

The evaluation study of the program, supported by "Advanced Research

Program Agency, measured some criterion variables Which-woUld be

helpful in conducting a yaIidation study- of MVEs. The ,eValuation study

revealed that a substantial number of exaininees were miclassified(Table

6). Since detailed information on the design used in the evaluatiOn

study can be found in Dallman et al, (1977), just a brief description

wilf.be given here,

. A 50 item NRT, was given at the beginning add. end of the eight -week

PLATO AFB 03E Program, which: included' 37 on -line lessons. The 37: lessons

were divided int.p four subsets ,called .B.lockl, Block2, .Block3,, and Block::



.
.

jatar a student studied. and Mastered all. lessons in 'a blocki he took :the

block test; the block test score was 6oUhted'in fdt the ,%

course:'-He had to take aliour block teats, and then a posttest was given

.
.

blockiii order to meatute the" effettiVeness of ihe progam. Each _test had.:

twentyfiteiits'which were either multiple Chdice oematching.: The

. .

cbgeficient alpha reliabilities were not calculated because the tests
D.

were Writtten on the PLATO system and the item information was mot
,

. .

- . . ,.... .

collected: .-FLt0421 Was available in the following chart. .Figune 4,

gives a flow chart of the testing program.'

In order fo,v- alidate-the effectivenets of ,lessons four kind's of-

correlations wete caltulated., .These cotrelations are:degtribedlitcthe

I

.'following paragraphs.

Each Block's test_scoies were matched with the corresponding Master

Validation Exam scores andkAhe time needed to master the lesson (mastery

time), i'and their correlations were calculated over.the subjects. These

two correlation values of 27' lessons were denoted by r(B;PIVTO and

(B,time) respectively. Their .values are:shaum in Table 8.

The true-:gain scores of posttest, x2, from pretest, x, were
1

estimated by muliipIeregressiOn procedure; the true score difference

- i of the observed score difference .x2-xi was regressed on the post-

,I.and pretest ebbres:

]
two variables xi and x2 are the saMeaejegresti -ti on the .scores

2-xi and the residual score, c2, of x2 .On x2 -x1 Tatsuoka;.1975).,:

becanse the covariance of x2-xi an c2 equals zero and both x2-x16

It is known'that the regression of t27ti onto the

and . c2 are linear coMbinationeof xi and xv

Therefore; the multiple .regression

41A -.

will be given

4
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PRETEST 50 ITEM 'NO ED REFERENCED TEST, COM a = 0 ;40,

103 I

MVE 103

LESSON 104o
ESSONS IN BLOCK 1

; I MVE 104e
103; 1040; 1046; 105

CE81_1_14.1046

I-MVE1046

LESSON A 105

I-mvE I
I,BLbCK TEST I': 20 ITEM TEST, aZ1 = 6

I LESSON 2010 I

I WE 2010

.

(LESSON 207-11.]

MVE 207

BLOCK TEST 2: 20 ITEM TEST;

(LESSON 301 I

MVE 301 I--

LESSONS IN BLOCK 2

2010 ; 201b ; 2026 ; 209 ; 20_50 ,
2056; 2060;2066 ; 206e;207

a21 0-.3-1

LESSONS IN BLOCK 3

301 ; 303 , 304 , 305; 307 ; 308

MVE 308

LESSON 401

LESSON 405e

LESSONS IN BLOCK 4

401; 40;'.!103; 404;
405i ; 405 b , 405e

I SAVE- 405e

I. ELOCKTEI' 29 ITEM TEST, a21 = 0.42

POSTTEST THE SAME TEST AS PRETEST,.COEF. a .t."0.63 1

Figiire 4

"BIOCIC. 'dia gram of stoden t flow- thiOugh PLATO-b;sed portion of
4utomdtive Course



as the sub-OCthe regression of R( t -tn x2xi) and R .

R(t2-t1LX2) X1) = R(t2-\1`11x2-x1 :)+ R(t2-t1 C

Note that the regression coefficient of the first term is the

reliability of gain scores and that of the second term is the increment

,;,a:of multiple R?. The multiple R is .861, hence the reliability of the

multiple reg'ression gain score is R2= .7405. The first term, .the simple

difference 'score has the reliability Of' .1047 , the second term is

.6358..

This estimated gain score has a, higher reliability than those of
,

pretest and posttest separately. This score was .correlated with I'WE

scores and masterytime. Table 8" shows the result.
"0! .

The optimal cutoffs that were evaluated in the previous chapiter.

--
Were Olvided by number of items in the corresponding Master Validation

The same operation was used for the difference of the mean froth.

the observed cutoff co in each MVE. This value expresses the distance

*f eo from the mean in each test. The summary description\ of these

v:ariables and the correlation matrix are given in Table 9.

The probability of false :pOsiiive (or advancement) , F( F+) has

correlatio values of .562, .659,, .638 with 'nafter'; (meanco)/n, and:

P (F- (fa se negative' or at tainment) respectively; This means that

the misclassificatilin of>ralse.advantement tends 'to occur more often

when the observed cutoff to the mean. The 'test' which

advances the studenrs to the next lesson more frequently by mistake

tends to retain .the Stud is whose true scores are really above the



lessbn

103

104A

104b

105

Table 8

.

The correiatiOnS of. Block tests to MVE scores and mastery ttthe
.

.

,r(Bi MVEs)

;15-

.38*

.36*

;22

201a

201b

202A

202b

294

a

205b

206a

206b

206c

207

301

363

304

103

367

308'

401

493

403

404

405a

405b

405c

significant

fh4

..34*

.

;17. .

.26

.21

..28*

.25

.40*

.12

:60

;044'

.34

.38

;07

30*

.25.:

:40*

.25

.37*

at p

,-
.

r(B1 time) r(G-,--NW-Ea4) --G;tlitne)-.

-.22,

.733* \

.....,

-.08

.23

.19

.44*

.20.

-.38*

=.43*

... ..

-.34*.
..12 .44* -.05.

.38* -.40*
-%.04 /.07. -.43*
-.03 .28* =.07
=.21 .11 =;r3

=.24 .18 . *

-.08 .15

.13 -.22;
-.04 . -.02 -.18
-.04 .33* -.08
=.17, .25 277i

-.08. -.11 -.06
-.21 =.05

=;27 .42*

-.19 .31*

=:23 .41* -.30*
;04 .

-A/

-.15 .32*

=.,14 46*,

-.23 2-.0 .

.00 3.3*

;01 '.12 -.11
-.06 7712

-;.11 =..07
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1 Table 9

A Correlation Matrix with Summary Description of Variables

O

Variable D?scription.

P(F.T.) 'false positfve

2 co/n theoretical cutoff diVidedP y number'of items

3' a21 the ratio of true variance'to observed variance

4 P(F+) + P(F) probability of misclassification

5 Wafter number of subjects using a lesson after it was
declared to be validated

-6 %fail %

7 P(Tr > .9)

8 range

9 r(G, MVEs)

10 r(G, time)

11 r(B, MVES)

12 r(B, Time)

13 'items

14 mean - c-.

15 P(F )

observed.percentage Of failure in MVE

Baygiah estimate of,sucCess rate in the:population!

maximum mastery time minus minimum mastery time

correlation of gain to MVE scores

correlation of mastery time to gain

correlation of blocktest to MViscores
4

correlation of blockteSt to mastery time

number of items in a test

relative distance of

'false negative

1 2 3 4

1.000-

L.000
.006 .358 1.000

:393 4.020 1.-000,

4.562 4073 ';'037 :4;617 1.000 -

. 111: .167 :.384 .165 .335 1.008

4:211 .156 ;4.347 -.226 =.265 -.903' 1.000

. 265 .621H .213 .345 4.304 ;206, -.113 1.000

9 .0904.264 .271 ;032. ;053.4.074= 1;000 ;

10 ;183 -.233 4.259 0.54 4.099 .4.460 .386' 4.414. "7-.377: 1:000

11 .051 ...324 -.102 . 125 .286. =368. -.192 .403 -.275 I.000

12 ;027 ;053 -.316 .7.056 ---.133 .355 ,-.120.';,-.;235= .520 -.468

-; 271 :079 .426 .:385 -.339 .070 .281 - 034,

14 659 ..510- ;855_::.4.-;480 408 ;' 4.396 .415 4.. 119 4.193 :.141

15 .638 .542 '.079 -.544 : ;293 -.281 .417 4.196 =.171 .099

Note. All correlation -v lue0,i4ere tfansformed by:Fishet's 2: transformation.

Probabilities were transfo ed bySin (P")=I..

o-from the mean, c : bserve'd°

7 8 0 11

fl



12

13

14

15

12

1.000

-.159
?.228
-.17,6

13

1.000
-:119
-.264

14

1.000
.956

15

1.000

".*
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mastery level; The'correla on bf -.659 with the yariable, the number

of studenta who studied a sson after the validation date was set, (If

_ .

over 90% of students,pass the mastery level of-a MVE, then the lesson,
'

was said to be validated.) indicates that the: prdhabiliry F+) will beV
small II the lessons whose ,Validqtion date were estabiished at an

2 earlier date 40rin& the period of'evaluation study at PLATO Program

Ibis :relatidn'isrruejOr the. variables or and'P(F!,) because

the torrelatione:of variable rafter with themare -.617-and =.544

respectively. Moreover; P(F.4.),P(F)ed:P(F.T. or Fl) correlate highly witk:

Vatiable(Meanto2In With the-valges of -;659;--.855, and -.956

re'Spectivel3i. Bitp- the correlations between:nafter''an& (mean-Co)/p is
.

eignifiAnt, at -.489. Hence, we cannot state that lessons which were

.quickly validated will produce less chance of mitclassificatiOn. Since

the.tditrelatiOnOf (mean 7co) /htnd-nafter.is .:;'489, which is.

significantly high, the cutoff co associated with some of these Mastery

Validation Exams might have happened to be choSen closer to the means'of

corresponding MVE exams respectively.:. This fact raises &Oda ion abOOt

the properness of the validation criterion thatJlas been used iri PLATO,

Service' Program at Chanute..

`A'arepwiseMultiple regression procedure was performed- on the

lifieen variables, and three predictors were. selected' to predict the

v-ariabe P(F.r.or'F. Table 10 gives a summary Ot'the analysis.



,

Table 10

Estimation of P(F) +. P (F..-.) by Stepwise Multiple Regressi

variable coefficient S.D. error t

2.193:4
2.092? *

1.618. . .

8:127, **:

30.305A

21_
_..193

hafter -.205

r(G) 't ithe) .144

(theaki=d0) .829

.

.Multiple R constant = .60)

.089

.102

*significant at p.05 **at p<01

The first prediCtor (mean-co)(n for the criterionP(4 or

variable 4 a beta coefficient of 0792 and sigbificance test of t-
,

value 7.9. This result is e ected) but entering ;4\21 as the second

predictor in the analysis is surprising. If Q(21 is high enough), then

the probability of P(F4. or 7_)) occurrenceof.insciassification) will be

minimized: Most Master Validation Exams have reliabilities of

,
around .4 to .5.Nhich is :quite low) so it is natural to expect that

miS..,.:.. Classificatiorts. will have oc6,11fred quite frequently in ttle program..
. ,.

The- variableX 21- 'does not correlate significantly:with variable 13,

number of items in the:itests; it correlates with variable 6, percentage

of failUre at the 5% significance level. This relationship may be-

interesting &Ia.:. investigate further especially when the -test lengths

. -

are short and
i

about the -seine containing` 10 (- 15 items as is customary in

tcriterion-referenced tests ;; / ,

,..

n

ux

A/'Mat
F+

0

The following picture might lielp for.

intuitive grasp: of the r elat ionship

between F+, variables c o, n. -and ux,

The areas of marked F+ and F- depehd an,

on ux-co, nux.



Rela-tionship between the optimal cutoff c0Jn and other variables

coefficient S_;_aer_r orVariable
.-"c421 ;142_ .

range ;141
go of .;items - .362,E 139

,

Multiple R = ;7528 constant .

*Significant at p<.05 .**at p<.;01

t.
' 2;085 *

4.135 **
2: 604 .*

10:027**4

Table 11 gives the, results of a stepwise multiple regression
,_analysis where the criterion is the optimal cutoff, co divided by n.

Entered predictors are variables 8i 13i and 3. t-tests of ,significance
c+

for the beta coefficients indicate thatall three vaniables are
_

significant- at p<; 05. ' Since variablef8?is the range of time(ttie
,-

difference between the maximum time needed and the minimum time);

longer the time, span needed by st'u*dents to master a 1.-eaSciri),, the la gie:

the :ratio bt. the oPtimum utoff....to-the number, of items will bg.

should' be noted that the procedure of-evaluating the optimal cutoff c
does not depend on .the .time needed to complete or master a lesson-;

1
!?..

c in. 'J.s.)rela iVely higheri then there is more failure, both .F=.:and

correct failur ; ,,,13 in Figure 5; resulting a., larger 'range 'in the :Mastery)
.

.

.

time of 4 lesson;,.c?( 21 is again amon&'.the predittors and IVA 21 is,
largeri then Ch .becomes nor affected by 14.:. This analysis needsti

,

more refined since a b'etter%way to interpret the results should be

.founde.



-=

c/n
P(09)
r(G, lIVEs)

Table 12

betWeen r(G, MMES)

. beta coefficient S.D. error-

Other variables

-.336 .181...,. . 1.856 4,
207 .190 1.089

.535 _ .193. 2.772 *

R .constant .:= 0.27, F3i23= 3.206 *

*significant at p<.05 x significant at p<.10

4 Table 2 shows the results of a Similar analysis;' using the

correlation of gain scores and- Mastety Validation Exam-scores as the

criterion.' A larger value of this variable meant that the gain score

was riba4tegligibly affected by .the Mastery Validaion *Karns, which have
t

large' correlation value r(G,MVEs) 44 We know frbm,Table. 10 that MVE

scores of Iessohs 10413, 201a, 201b, '206c, 304, 305, 307, 401, and 402

have signifiicari§-cialtes of correlatiOn. This analysis revealed that
-

correlation, I mastery time to gain scores contributes the mot

significan in prediCting variable "9.' -Sincp.mastery time of a lesson.

correlates hi y. with aptitade scores as show/1'in Table A Of. the

ApPpendix ;- esult is expect-ed

The students of ected most by the decision of cutoff scores are mediocre

students whose -s ores are near the cutdIfs, and therefore they tend to
,

be more often mis lassified in either' the posidire or, negative, way: The

fact that the bet Coefficient of variable 2 is .336 means, that the

smaller the values f coin, the larger the contrikution to the gain will
.

be; thus mediocre students have, a greater: chance of repeating the

lessons: since the, observed cutoff 'c was set to SOZ'acrost all-MVEs,

which is the truenastery.level that Was aimed for.-

t-



Relationship Between p( -n>.9) and other vari

variable beta coefftcient S.D. error'
:21 =.152 .178
r(G) -.MVEs) .224 .185
r(G;. time)- .305 .190.

-n0.-'--Of items' -...344 .195 .

(mean= 0)/n .314 , ;199:

Multiple R'= .6503 constant =

*significant x`Significant at p <.10

.854
1. 211
1. 605
1.966 x.
1954 x

Table 13 shows the results of analysis when the criterion is

variable 9,

. -

piobabijity. P(-62'i-9) that 90% Or more of the .students in 'e

*fieXt page .;
population 'friSm Which our sample was drawn will achieve; the 80% -thastety. .

level on the end of lesson test. Five predictors among variables 1, 2,

3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12; 13, 14,,: and. 15 were selected. Thevariables

nafter and % fail Were omitted because P(-77>.9) was derived from these

two values in the samplg.. None of the beta coefficients Was

significant;sbut we might be.abie to say that P(rT>.9) depends to some
.

extent on the test length (bet-a= 344 .t=1 97) Alto; the Aistince of

the mean from the obterved cutoff Co affects the value ;df. Pttt>.9) such
thA

t if the observed cutoff c0 IS considerably smaller than the mean,

then.:the success rate of the lesabri becomes larger7. This means that _the, ...

test was probably too easy in comparison with other tests.: This

analysis result confirms that the validation criterion used at the 'PLATO

AFB CBE program at Chanute Air Force Base depended excessively on the

tea, the characteristics of MVE; hence the method that was used to

assess the quality of lessons Was inadequate. There is a great need f r



'.;the development of a method to validate lessons diiectlyi without

deiiending:entirelyom. theend..of lesson tests.



Q.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

The problem of setting a validation criterion for a given lesson is

inportant in practice, but it has never become a focus for educational

.

researchers, although the closely related topic of criterion referenCed

test has been one of the post popular research targets in the pastfew

years Both the sample binomial model and the BayesiaRhinomial Model,

(beta binomial ,model) «are adopted to .set a better validation criterion

for
_ _

given lesson and the result from the latter model matched our data

.

better than did the former. Therefore, the prediction of the future

success rate of the-lesson using the Bayesian binomial model is

recommended for setting a validation criterion, when (a) the information
. .

_
is limited to the percentage of failure (or success) rate'on the end of

the lesson test and (b) an ;authOr (or instructor) of the lesson has a

certain. level of prior belief as 'to what extent his/her lesson will be

successful. .If the scores of a test given at the end of a lesSon are

available, then it is recimmended to use the informatiOn that one can

get from the test,performance as much asssible upon setting a

validation criterion of the lesson. "Applying .the beta binimial model of

criterion-referendedtesting; the :estimated Prbbability of the,observed..

Score X being larver.than the observed cutoff c will be a better0

validation criterion than the success4tate. In other words, the

prObability of -Mastery,' passing-the criterion score ,Will serve as a

validation criterion of the lesson..

Of course, the decision of mastery or non - mastery must

theoretically be based on a student's true Terformande level and not on,



the ,observedscoresibut. the true score will never_ be available in

practice. Butfit is possible to estimate the probability of the'true

:Score being greater than or: equal to a gived truOieSterYTIeveli-say;_

.80% UnfortnnatelyWe,don't have anyanelytical metho4.toAetermine

the best; most suitable'traemastery level for a.Trogram.

The four kinds, of probabilities correct Tess (A), correct fail

_ _ -
(B);falS OdtftiVe (F+) and false negative (F-) were calculated over

27 Mastery ValidationExaminations (a) when the observed cutoff ci (807,.

correct) and (b) when the optipqM:Ctitoff_c:- Wiikhthinim*pes

misclassificatiOm of students; was used. Theresults Indicate that even

testif co were used in-the. decision process, some test) still show

.

substantially large numbers oftliscI nsAisificatio of both. the false

pOsitive and false negative types. 517fttg,it is interesting to

investigate why:S4Me,tests showed as muen as about 2O 't, of

-- .

misciassificati*Aiie othertests shOwed very little, three stepwise
- . ,

multiple regtestion analyses were used to select the TrediCtors of

P(F +), P(F=); and.P(P+,or F-)s4 commonTareteiy. The strongest
:...

'predictor4ms the, distance of co from the mean o? a test; which was what

we expected. The second common predictor was 219 the internal
i.

consistency of a criterion referenced test. As 21 increases to l, all

.

three criterion variables get sthaller; hence lessmisclassifications-:
,.....

occur. Tat means the internal consistency of the items in

important A control false positive and false 'negative

iven test

errors.

The optimum cutoff cc's for Mastery Validation Exams are smaller
0

than or equal to,the actually, used obsetved Cutoff c's in almost all

_

cases in theTLATO_AFB GBE project. :::Therefore the probabilities of

T



A

false negative associated with 'co are smaller than or equal to those of

falSe negative associated with the observed cutoff c. Hut the

probabilities of false positive associated with co tend be larger

. than those, associated, with :c.. Since we set the Joss ratio to I in. this
, .

case; the total probability of-misclassification is always minirdized. by

.using the optimum cutoff.C"O., P(F+.1 in some test. is ;eight times as large

as P(P=-), while in others tlie 'farmer is only a few times larger.

Setting the most appropriate loss ratio will be .a problem when' Huynh's

methdd to evaluate. the optimum cutoff is. Also; his method is

more sensitive for the smaller.-loss ratios than larger ones; say Q=10

20.'; Our 'data -showed that many Master Validation Examinations of the

endof=lesson tests had the same optimal cutoff co for boa's ratios
,..,between 8`44c1 20. If his intention was to controlAthe false positive

errors Upon the decision of mastdryneln mastery for a linearly related

curriculum such as mathematics; then'the applicability of the method in

edtfational settings will'be a problem.

55





Table" A

--.
COrrofions of/APtitude. Stoted With MVE,.:Scored;

,-7..
First Completion Time; Mastery Time; and Test. Cbmpletion Time

.:,..Y;: -.,,,:.:-,;' -

Lesson

103

'104a

104h

'105

sri

201b

202a

±02b:

20.5a

205'b

206a

206b

206c

Mastery
time

'*
G8";

-*
-.38

Test
completion

time

*
-.32--

''-.06

time data was

.31 7

. 52 ..04

.16 -.42*

.38* -.12
.-.

. 34. =". -.19 ...,

....19 -:16
. * -*
.39 -::38_

,1.*-.. ..-

;42 -.03

;27 =.25

. 24 ;02

;24 -.23

24/ i =.03,_

. 10 -.39
*

;60 .-.14*.

.17 -.35
* *

.52 -.54

;20 ...:0-0,

,

. * *
-.38 =.4.1:,

.47.5 ',:,2.7

*
;48 -.24

.10 -=27

.27 -.15

;05 -.03
*

.31 =Al

_*

49. -.32

8

-=.33

-.42

=.26

-.27

14

77:40

-.26

-.34
*

-.19*

=.51*.

-.45

7*

=.5e

39*

-.39

.09

1.12

-.42.

-.25

-.- 22

\207

301

303

304

305

30

308

401

402

403
1

404

40N
405b

.405c

57

-.13

-.26

=.36
*

-.36

=.03-

-.41*

-.39

=.31

-.27

-.27

-.19

-.06



TABLE B

see Desdription of:Contents.in the ssons of Chandte:
.

lesson

103

104a1

10416J

')05

201a

201b
k

202a

202b

203-a

2036

203c

205b

2.040;

301

303

304

305

.3Q7

308

Content
6.

0.

Principles of..Gas Engine

Identification of Parts and Purpose of
Gasoline Engine Compressor

COoling System

Air,a;:nd Exhaust System

'F-UndaMentaiS of Electricity' ,

Batteries

*
Electrical.S tics

ng Motors, DC Charging System
1-,

Charging System

.

Battpry Ignition

Emission Control

Diesel Engines

Lighting System'.

Warning SysteM

'.,ClutcheS

`:Basic Hydraulics':.

'Fluid Couplings/Torque ,Conire'rterWr.

VL..Joints/propeller Shafts

.Differentiali

Transfer Case/PTO

Suspension' System

Hydradlic and MechanicallSrakes.'

Air. Brakes
_ .

Power Assisted Brakes
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